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INTRODUCTION

The primary aim of this paper is to study in some depth the case
law relating to certain sections of the Police O-flences Act, for it is
this enactment which imposes the' effective and immediate limitations
on fre,edom of speech in this country. Its practical importance dictates
a prima facie practical approach. Comparisons, with overseas, law
will, howeveT, be made where apposite: in particular, one section of
the paper will be devoted to the parallel English law.

The sections to be considered are sections 3(dd), 3D.(I), 48, and
by reason of their association with sections 3D.(I) and 48, sections
2 and 40. These sections are reproduced in the appendix. From
them it can be see!n that, common to sections 3D and 48 is the
require-ment that the offence be: committed, in broad terms, in or
near a pub'lic place, and that what constitutes a public place for
these purposes is defined in sections, 2 and 40. Clearly, then, a
defence to a charge' under either -of the former twO' sections could
be based on the contention that the alleged offence: did not· occur
in or near a public place as de:fi.ned. This is a possibility which
requires closer examination.

I. THE PuBLIC PLACE

A. Its Definition

Cumulatively, sections, 2 and 40 would seem to cover most of the
possibilities. But the case law shows, the difficulties which can and
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have arisen as to the scope of the statutory definition, particularly
with regard to section 4O(m). While it is not necessary to prove that
,the place. in question has been formally dedicated to the public. use1

it is not really clear what lesser test will suffice.
It is, at least, settled that the "as of right" proviso of section 2 does

:not limit the wider section 40(m). Wilson, J. in Derbyshire v. Police
'was of the opinionthat3 u ••• the intention the Legislature in enacting
'section 40(m) was to include places to which members of the public
:go without general and enforceable right entitling them to do so". In
Whitney v. Police,s Police v. Forbes' and Pirie v. Polices there are
similar finding.s. In Pirie's case' the point of issue was whether a shop
'was a public place, and this necessitated an investigation of the cumu
lative effect of sections 2 and 40 which is worth considering here in
some detail. It was contended for the defence first, that the latter
~partofsection 40(m) ("open to or used by the public") must be read
only as relating to such places as were referred to in earlier definition
(section 2), places generally of the nature of roads or streets. Alterna
tively or cumulatively it was contended that the words in paragraph
(m) could not be given a wide general interpretation because of the
many places specified with great particularity in the ea·rlier para
graphs of section 40. The defence thus attempted to establish the
existence of a restriction on the latter part of paragraph (m) so as
to show that it· was not wide enough to cover the shop in question.

As to the first submission, Hutchins,on, A. C. J. said: 7

It is, so that the definition in section 2 refers fiBt to thoroughfares and
the like, but it refers· also to every place of public resort open to' or
used by the public as of right. It may be difficult to think of a place
of public' resort. open ,to' or used by the public as of right which waSl not
of the n·atureof a thoroughfare· and it maybe that tha,t place of public
resort, to. which the~ public might go as of ri'ibt, Was a place ejusdem
generi$ with thoroughfares but when ,the amendment of 1924 [which first
inserted section 4O(m)] includes. within the definition places open to, or used
by the public witho~ there being any requirement that this be as of
right, I am, with respect, unable :to see how it can be said that a building
cannot fall within tb&it. The amendment putS! the place of public resort
in a .differen,t genus' to· tbotougbfares, and·· the·re .i's, .Ii,n my opinion" no
room ,for any application of the ejusdem generis rule which migbt con
fine paragraph (m) to oases of ·thoroughfares.

The second submission also failed, .both· as an alternative and a
cumulative argument: 8

1 R. v. Duffy (1902) 21 N.Z.I.R. 164 at 166 per 'Connolly, J.
2 [1967] N.Z.I.R. 391 lat 392.
3 [1966] N.Z.I.R. 1025 at 1026.
'(1949) 44 M.C.R. 77 ait 77.
5 [1960] N.Z.I.R. 265 at 268.
'Ibid., .268.
7 Ibid., 268.
• Ibid., 269.
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It is, o·f course, a faot that a great many particula,r places are refen-ed
to in (the earlier paragraphs of section 40], but I think thalt that is
explainable ·bythe fact that it appeared to the· Legislature desirable to
set out a num,ber of paJ.4ticular places: . . . to meet particular cases.

These considerations, reinforced by an application of· the mischief
rul~, led to the finding that the, shop in question was a public place.

This decision, then, helps. to clarify the: statutory definition itself.
But sections· 2 and 40· both state that a public place "includes" the
places mentioned, and there is thus a question as, to whether the
statutory definition is exhaustive. In Pirie v. Police9 counsel for the
police contended that it was not, relying on the following statement
of Stringer, J. in R. v. Webb and McLaughlin: 10

The general role of interpretati,on, is that where 'a sta'tute declares a
certain word or expression to '·mean' so-and-so the definition is explan
a/tory and res,trictive in contra-distinction to :the! use of the word 'includes'
whioh is extensive.

Hutchison, A. C. J. did not find it necessary to express a c.oncluded
opinion on the subject, but hel did say that it was doubtful whether
Stringer, J.'s principlel would be applicable here: 11

In Taylor v. Seymour12 (the] leam~ed judge was n'Ot prepared to hold a
place to be a public place unless it feU withJn whatcoITesponded in the
1908 Act to sections 2 and 40 of the presen1t Act. On the other hand; in
... Ward v. Marsh~ Lowe and Sholl, J. J. thought that the conresponding
definitions 'in the Victorian. Police; Offences Act 1928 should be read as
not restricting the mean.in,g of 'public place' to .the meaning set out....

But McGregor, J. in Whitney v. PoliceU ,entertained no similar doubts
in expressing the opinion that neither section 2 nor section 40 is
exhaustive:. However, he quote,d no supporting authority, and his
statement maybe obiter since he found that the camping ground in
question was a place of public resort (despite the fact that the
appellants .were temporary licensees) and thus within section 40(a).

So it seems that the question cannot be answered conclusively, and
there is a cogent possibility that the statute does not include the
common law de'finition. That definition has been stated thus·: 15 "A
public place is a place where the public go, no matter whether they
have' a right or not.n

Assuming for the moment that the common law definition is still
applicable, the question is, does it have the effect of making the
scope of the term "public place" wider· than it is, under the statute?
If it does, then it is a factor which must be taken into account in a

9 Supra, 267.
10 [1924] N.Z.L.R. 934 at 941.
11 Supra, 267.
12 (19115) 34 N.Z.L.R. 919.
13 [1959] V.R. 26.
14 [1966] N.Z.L.R. 1025 at 1026.
til R. v. Wellard (1884) 14 Q.D.D. 3 per Grove, J.
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practical situation: if it does not, then its continued existence is'of no
consequence. The: following passage from Derbyshire v. Police16 is
of relevance:. There, Wilson, J. had to consider!7

... whether the common law test of 'habitual user applies .to the statutory
definitioDi of 'pubLic place' in sections 2 and 40(m).... But for dIe words
'open to' whioh appear in both of these provisions I should feel 0001
pelled to adhere ,to the common law test, beoause ;the expression 'used
by' seems to require ha;bi,tual resort. The words 'open to', however,
appear to indicate a different conception. A place m'ay be 'open to' the
public without members of the public 'actually availing 'themselves' of it.

Wilson, J. thus considered that the words· "open to" made the
statutory definition wider in terms than its common law counterpart.
But, it is submitted, there exists a factor which limits the scope of
the word "open to". This factor was clearly adverted to in Police v.
E.and M.ls There, the question was whether a section of flat land
abutting a road was a public place: within the; section 40(m) equivalent.
As to the phrase 'used by"', Page, S. M.'s finding that this19

" ••• im
plies some public user of a general nature" was in accord with, and
adds nothing to, Wilson, J.'s. opinion. With regard to "open to" he
said: 20

[These] words, ... must, I think, mean somethin.g more than, 'unfe:n.ced'.
. •. . The words seem tome.to imply something in the nature of a
permission. A place is n,ot open to' the public unless the public are
,pennitted to 'use it.

.Thei land, in question was not a. public place: within either, of these
tests, it ·was held. This. idea of a permission,express, or implied
(which is· additional to the Derbyshire test), is also implicit in the
decision in Police v. Hindle.21 In that case, a fete was held at the
DevonportNaval Base, and the finding that the part of the base used
was a public place on that occasion was based on the fact that: 22

[T]he intention of those in command of the b·ase, and of, the Naval
Wives Association [who organised the fete] was that not only ratings
and relatives but any person interested was welcome to attend."

So it may be said that the phrase "used by" in, s,ection 40(m) is,
in effect, an enactment of the common law rule (on the; finding of
Wilson, J., ante) while the words· "open to" qualifiedly extend it.
Therefore', whether or not section 40 is. exhaustive as a matter of
construction, it is exhaustive in fact since the only alternative to it
(the common law definition) is contained within it. For practical

16 [1967] N.Z.L.R. 391.
17 Ibid., 393.
15 (1926) 21 M.e.R. 67.
1~ Ibid., 68.
mIbid., 67.
21 (1956) 9 M.e.D. 86.
22 Ibid., 99 per Astley S.M.
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purposes, then, the statutory de:finition alone, as interpreted in the
cases cited above, need be, referred to.

B. Further Points

Of practical importance is the decision in Walker v. Crawshaw.23

where, Sim, J. held that' an indecent act committed inside a closed
motor car standing in a public street was committed in the street,
and therefore in a public place, unless the act was committed in such
a 'way that it could not possibly be seen.~ The same considerations
must, it is suggested, apply in a case where it is the use, of words
which is complained of.

Also worthy of note is the literal interpretation which tao courts
have accorded to section 40(j), which defines as a public place "any
open bar in the premises of any licensed publican". In Police v.
Mclntyre25 the'defendants were among a large number of men found
drinking after hours in a private bar: none of them were lodgers. In
finding that the bar was a public place within section 4O(j). Luxford,
S. M. said: 26

The bar of ,a licensed house is a har for twenty-four boW'S of every day
~t remains fitted up for :the sale .of liquor if it is open in, the sense tha,t
people can geit into it from the outside. Adams, J. e~pressed this opinion
in Adams v. Piper (unrep.).

Murray, S.M. followed this decision in Police v. Chandler where
he found that: on "The house bar of a hotel which is open for the
sale of liquor to lodgers in the hotel and their guests at a time when
licensed pre:mises are:.' required to, be closed is an open bar and is
thus a public place...." It se:emsi that if an offence allegedly occurs
in a bar it would b,e a rare case where a successful defence could be
founded on a contention that it is not a public place.

F'urther, even if the act or words complained of did not take place
in or near a public place: so as to be within the scope of sections 3D.
or 48, and where a charge under section 3(dd) is not supportable,
there may still be a possibility of criminal liability under the Trespass
Act 19,68. Under that, Act" a, person remaining on or entering private
property after a warning to leave' or stay off is liab·le to a fine of
$200 or three months imprisonment. Enacted primarily to relieve
fa.rmers of the burden of having to enforce their rights by means of
civil action, the, Act has been used at least once in markedly different
circumstances. In Duffield v. Police28 the appellant was convicted

2~ [1924] N.Z.L.R. 93.
24 Ibid., 95.
21)(1939) 35 M.e.R. 7.
26lbid., 7.
=rI (1966) 12 M.e.D. 27.
• [1971] N.Z.L.'R. 381.
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under section 3 of the Act where he had demonstrated against
apartheid on a golf course while a match between Gary Player and
Bob Charles was taking place. This protest took the form of sitting
in the middle of a fairway bearing a suitably inscribed placard. He
was. asked to leave but refused and was, forcibly re,moved by the
police. It was assumed on appeal that the appellant had gained access
to the golf course lawfully but the conviction was affirme'd. Mac
Arthur, J. found first, that there is an implied condition in a contract
between a licensor and licensee (here, the appellant) that the licensee
will behave in an orderly manner; secondly that a licensee who breaks
a condition of the lice'nce becomes a wilful trespasser after notice' to
leave; and thirdly that the appellant's conduct throughout was not
that .of a well-behaved licensee.

It is interesting to note that Duffield could have been 'prosecuted
under section 3D. of the Police Offences, Act: the golf course con·
cerned was probably a public place within section 4O(k) and certainly
was within section 4O(m). The prosecution may have been by way of
a test case by the police and it is possible that, on future occasions,
where there is any doubt about the public place requirement being
met, and the fact situatjon will support it, an alternative information
under the Trespass Act might be .laid. One· might be forgiven for
saying that the 1968 Act does more th.an'lengthen the arm of the
criminal law: it is tantamount 'to an organ transplant.

II. THE HWITHIN VIEW OR HEARING" PROVISION OF SECTIONS

3D· AND 48

The behviourprohibitedby section 3D. is equally an offence. if
it is committed "within view of a public place". ,Similarly the words
prohibited by sections 3D. and 48 are criminal if uttered "within· the
hearing of any·· person· ina public place". These· provisions have
caused some little difficulty in interpretation.

Their purpose was adequately ~plained by Sim, J. in Walker v.
Crawshaw.l Although, that case dealt'with an indecent act and it was
thus the "within view" requirement which was under scrutiny, the
same •considerations must surely apply to .the "within hearing'" pro
vision, and this ,section of the paper will proceed upon the assumption
that this is so'. Sim,· J. said: 2

· · · [T]he gist of the crime created by ,tbat section is the offence .to other
personS!. If an act is done in such a way that it can(~.1ot possibly, be seen
by others, and so that offence to anyone is a,voided, then for the purposes
of the Act it is not an indecent act.

1 [1924] N.Z.L.R. 93.
:3 Ibid., 95.
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Turning to the interpretations placed upon this. provision in practice,
attention must first be given to the decision in Purves v. Inglis.3 There
the appellant had used indee,ent language on private. property but
within earshot of children in a nearby stre:et. No evidence was
addue,ed .to sh.o'w that the .. words had actually been heard by the
children, and the question was whether the conviction could stand
in these circumstances. Sim, J. held that it could:'

... [I]t is not necessary, I tbink, .for the language Ito have been actually
heard by any peTS'on in a public place. It is sufficient if the words were
spoken in such a way 'that they were capable of being heard by some
person in a publtic place if such person was attending ·to what was taking
place.... His, auditory nerve may have been stimul:a:ted wi,tbout the
accompanying psychical change taking place.

As support for this finding he cited R. v. Webb,5 an elderly English
decision, where Webb was charged that, "with force and arms [he]
unlawfully, wilfully, publicly, and indecently did expos,e and exhibit
his private parts naked and uncovered in the presence of Mary Ann
. . . Cherrill . . . to the: great damage and common nuisance of the
said Mary Ann 'Cherrill"... It was not proved that anyone other than
the greatly damaged lady had actually seen this forceful exhibition.
But the court felt that this did not avail Webb. Pollock, C. B. said: 6

If an indictment charges that the thing was done within sight and
within view of persons" that imports, not that they did not see it,
but that they could see it.

Parke, B.was of similar opinion, saying that it was enough if other
persons1

" ••• could have seen him". 'Thus it is sufficient to show
that there was a person in a ·public place who could· have heard
or seen the words or acts.8 It is just as possible that, in suitable
circumstances, the defence could raise the question of the visual or
auditory capabilities. of the person in the public place who is alleged
to have been .able .to see or hear the acts or words complained of.

A matter not directly raised in Purves v.. Inglis, since: there were
admittedly persons within earshot, was whether it was necessary that
there should be in fact a person present in the pub1lic place to view
or hear the: acts or words complained of. This, point was taken by
the defence in Police v. Johnstorr where a person had used obscene
language close to a street but there was, no evidence that there was,

3 (1915) 34 N.Z.L.R. 1051.
'Ibid., 1052.
5 (1843) 175 B.R,. 391.
e Ibid., 394.
7 Ibid., 393.
8Police v. Baker (1915) 10 M.e.R. 132, whereit was held that evidence of
actual hearing must be given, must be deemed to be wrongly decided. It
will be noted that it was, decided in the same year as Purves v. Inglis and
apparently in ignorance' of that decision.

9 (1940) 1 M.e.D. 542.
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or might have been, any person in the street at the time. Lawry, S. M.
decided that the information should be dismissed. He said: 10

The effect of [Purves v. Inglis] is. only ,that it is not necessary for any
person in the street to' have actually heard the language. lit docs not
go so far as ~o say ,that if the language' was sufficientlly loud to be heard
had there been anyone there to hear it, it is not necessary for any
person to 'have been in the public place.

This is sensible, and quite consonant with the "gist of the crime;" as
outlined by Sim, J. in Walker v. Crawshaw.ll A factor reinforcing
the. Johnston decision, though it was not there mentioned, is that
the reference in both sections 3D. and 48 to "any person in a public
place" se:e1ms to necessarily imply that a person must be present.12

III. SECTION 48: ITS CONSTRUCTON AND SCOPE

The question of the construction of section 48 has been passed
upon in two reported decisions. In ArmstroJng v. Moon,l which ·dealt
with a charge of profane; language, two separate defences based on
the wording of the Act were advanced. They sufficiently··appear from
the judgment of Richmond, J., who said of the first: a

It is argued that ·the: rule, noscitur a sociis· must be applied, and that
the meaning of. the term 'profane'must be .limited by its· a,sSO'ciation
with the word 'obscene' [in the phrase 'profane, indecent or obscene
language'] ... [Maxwell on Statutes3 states] 'When two or more words
susceptible of ·.analogous meaning are coupled together, noscuntur a sociis
-they are· unders;tood to be used in th,eir cognate sense. They take, as
i,t were, their colour from each other-tha't is, the ·,more general is
restl'licted to .a sense analogous to the less general'. In the present case,
it is: obvlious that, .oomparing ·the terms 'pl'iofane' and 'pbscene', we have
not in, ;the fonnera more general tenn inclusive 'of the latter as less
general, .but dis,unct terms expressive ofdiSftinct ideas, each idea being
sui generis.... That which is sui generis cannot, lin short, be ejusdem
generis with 'anything else.

l'his reasoning. seems flawless and must be: taken as expressing the
law correctly..But let us for a m,oment apply th'e same considerations
to a comparison of. the' words "obscene" and "indescent". While

10 Ibid., 5431.
11 Supra.
12 The twin situations of words spoken in a public place, .and· words spoken

within hearing of a public place, must be kept distinct. In the first case· the
presenc:e of other persons is immaterial: in the second it is essential. It
should be· noted ,that thel distinction was blUlTed in Mackie v. Eccles [1941]
N.Z.L.R. 1007, esp. at 1008, and it is submitted, with respect, that the case
would have been better unreported, there being no poin·t ,of law in it worthy
of remark.

1 (li94) 13 N.Z.L.R. 517.
2 Ibid., 2S1.
3 (2.nd ed.) p. 39'8.
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"profane" implies blasphemy and thus renders, it a. distinct notion
from "obsc.ene:", there is, it is suggested, no. similar clear distinction
between the words "obscene" and "indece:nt". Obscene, a Canadian
judge said in 1905,' ... was originally used .to describe· anything
disgusting, filthy or foul.. . . [I]t. is [now] ordinarily restricted to
something offensive to modesty or decency, or expressing or suggesting
unchaste or lustful ideas or being impure, indecent or lewd." "In
decent" has been judicially described ass "... contrary to the fitness
of .things".

It is submitted that, although these two definitions are similar, yet
the former iSI notioeably more circumscribed than the latter. This is
so although in popular usage, where "obsc1ooe" is a word more
restricted in use, and is a stronger term, than "indecent"'. It may
cogently be argued that, in the terms of Maxwell, "obsceneu is a
"less general" term than "indecent~' which is "more general". And,
as Maxwell staltes (and Richmond approved), the more' general [term]
is restricted to a Slensel of analogous to thle less' general. 'This is a
point which, to the best of the writer's knowledge, has not yet been
taken in reported litigation: but ilt is submi.tted, that it may be thus
possible to restrict at least a little the pTesent wide scope: of the
"indecent language" charge. A solitary dictum lends a H,ttle support
to thisvierw.ln R'uS'son v. Dutton (No.1) Hamilton. J. in, considering
a similarly worded 'Englis,h by-law, said: 6 ". • • I do not think .. that
all language that is not decent is within the by-law, because in that
case' the word 'obscene' w,ould be surplusage."
The, seconddefeuce advanced.by counsel in Arlmtrong v. Moon was7

'I. • • founded on the re,markable fact that the enactment of the Police
Offences Act . . . concerning the: use: of profane: language occurs in
the second subdivision of Part II of the Act under the heading
"Obscenity". Part .11 .itself is headed 'Indecency and Vagrancy'."
Richnlond, J. was thus, confronte'd with the question whether the
court would be justified in so construing the section· as virtually to
strike out from it the word "profane"'. In rejecting the possibility of
any such interpretation he relied on the rule of construction formu
lated by the House of Lords. in Eastern Counties R,alway Co. v.
Marriage,S which ·he stated as follows: 9

General headings ... must. be taken as a kind ·of preamble: if the words
of ·the section go beYlond theprea.mble they prevail, but if .they are doubt
ful. the preamble. may restrain them. Applying this prinoiple, I find
here a word (profane) having a definite meaning, incapable, as, it seems
to me, ofmodifioation 'and about which there ca.n be no doubt.

'M'acLaren, J. A. in R. v. Beaver (1905) 9 D-.L.R. 420 at 424 and a·t 425.
5 Police v. Moeller (1953) 8 M.e.D. 245 at 247.
s (1911) 104 L.T. 601 a,t 602.
7 Supra, 520.
• 9 H.L.C. 32.
~ 9 Supra, 522.
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This is clear enough and requires no comment other than· the observa.
tion that these considerations· apply only to the word "profane". It
is just possible that: the heading "Obscenity" which precedes section
48 might be· seen as limiting the;· term "indecent".

In Police v. Hindlel° a point of construction was again taken by
the defence. There, the defendant, a naval rating, played "particularly
disgusting songs" on his tape recorder near open mess doors while
a Naval Wives Association fete was in progress outside. It was
contended that for a conviction under section 48 it must be shown
thatll " ••• the defendant personally articulated and gave voice to the
obscene language"'. Astley, S. M. acknowledged that the case must
tum on: the interpretation of the section and the opinions he expressed
are of -general relevance: to the present discussion. His Worship con
sidered,first the words ."use: languageU

, and found that he was12

" unable to a.gree that literally the: expression 'use language' means
only the -spoken word from human articulation. .. . ... A common
interpretation (of 'use') is 'the act of ihandling or e,mploying to any
purpose'.... The word 'language:' is mostly used to define the
spoken word, but -it is frequently and properly used in relation to
the written word. or to the creation of words by signs or sounds."

It is submitted 88,·tO this portion of the judgment that Astley, S. M.
should not be taken as -implying that written words might be covered
by section 48. Other -statutes specifically deal with obscene written
matter; and· further,' the "within -hearing" provision of section 48
clearly shows that the essence of the offe·nce· is the: auditory' element.
His Worship appeared sensible··of this factor. for he went· on to say:l&
"The--intent.- meaning and'spirit of section 48 .' ~ . ·is to punish·vocal
obscenity in any place where it can be heard by the public."

This may' be taken-.as· a ·basic statement 'of the gist of the offence.
But Astley, S. M.'s comments on construction did not halt at· this
point:· ho'also discussed in broad terms the approach which he felt
should be adopted in apply section 48. It may be ob'served that·
similar considerations would apply to sections 3(dd) and 3D.
He said :16

ASI .stated·. . . .in Craies on· Statute Law f5 -the distinction between a strict
and a liberal construction has, almost disappeared with regard to all
classes of statutes....' Therefore, t altbough the com-moD distinction' as
PoUock,;'C~~ _B.saidin Nicholson v. Fieldsl' 'taken between penal Acts
and remedial Actst that 'the former are -,to be· constroed sttrictly and the
othersa·re to be oomtrued liberally, -is not· a -distinction, perhaps, that
ought to, be erased from the mind 0·£ a judge' yet the distinction now

10 (1:956)·9 M.C.D.86..
11 Ibid., 88.
12 Ibid., 88.
Lq Ibid., 89, in applying. section S (j) of the Acts· Interpretation Act 1924, post,

(17).
u Ibifl., 89.
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mean~~ little more ,tban 'that penal provisions, like all others, are to be
construed according to the legislative intent as expressed in the enadmeDt.
the Courts refusing on the one hand to extend the punishment to cases
which alre nlot clearly e,mbraced in them, and on ;the other equally refuse
ing by any mere verbal nicety, forced construction, or equitable interpreta-
tion to e~oneratel parties clearly within their scope'. .

This statement, it is submitted, is, consonant in all respects with
section 50) of the A,cts Interpretation Act 1924,17 which section is
essentially a distilled version of the above, words. Astle:y, S. M. went
on to find that on the 'present facts, the offence had' been committed;
for he said18

" ••• having regard to the purpose of the Police, Offences
Act' 1927, to accede to counsel's submission would be to interpret
section 48 with 'verbal nicety'."

We tum 'now to examine: briefly the meanings, ,attributed to' the
terms, "I)rofane, indece,nt and obscene," in the decided easelS, and to
see what type of word is properly within the scope ,of thes,e tenns.
The leading case' ,is Armstrong v. Moorr9 where Richmond, J. ex·
pressed the opinion that the t,erm. "profane" must prima facie be taken
in20

" ••• its modern and popular acce!ption." The same test has,been
adopted as regards "indecent" and must also, it is suggested, apply
to "obs<~ne", for it would appear that none of these three words
has any definite legal meaning.21 'Some meanings ascribed to the terms
"ObScenl'" and "indecent" have already been mentioned. Indecent
has also been'variously taken to mean22 "anything that is unbecoming
or offensive to commo,n propriety'''.23 "unbecoming", and "unseemly".
all very wide terms indeed. "Profane:" is, on the other' hand, a w$rd
which admits, of intrinsic limitations 'because of its inescapable
connection with religion. We must again refer to Armstrong v.
Moon.:U where there is a clear implication that -the common law
notion of profa.nity is to be applied, and Richmond, J. makes the point
that Christianity is part of the common law. It would seem, then,
that anything religiously offensive toa church-going .Christian is
profane; although it is suggested that derogatory' comments, on
doctrinal tenets should not be profane' so long as they are devoid of

16 (3rd cd.) pp. 422, 443.
IS (1862) 158 B.R. 6,95.
11 Section. SO), Acts Interpretation Act 1924--

Every ... Act shall be" deemed remedial, whether its immediate pwport
is ,to direct the doing of 'anything Parliament deems to be for the public
gQOd, or to prevent or punish anything it deems con·tfary to the public
good, and shall aceordinglyreceive weh fair, lallge and liberal interpreta
tion as will best ensure the attainment of the object of the Act . . . accord..
iOlg to jl,ts true intent, meaning, and spirit.

11 Ibid., 89.
}q (1894) 13 N.Z.L.R, 517.
r.o Ibid., :~19.

11 Purves v. Inglis (19115) 34 N.Z.L.R. 10S1 per Sim, J.
at Supra, 1053.
23 Police v. Moeller (1953) 8 M.e.D. 245 at 247 per 'Carson S. M.
"Supra, 518-519.
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any element of blasphemy, which is ap·parently the essential element.
So, in Armstrong's case, the; words "Who's Jesus Christ? He was only
a bastard" used at a Salvation Army street meeting were· held to be
profane. It is likely, though not certain, that the Christian eilement is
essential: probably if the: genealogically minded Armstrong had
doubted Buddha's, •ancestry instead of Christ's he would have gone
unpunished.

Howe'ver, as is recognised in the cases, the· allegedly profane,
indecent or obscene words· cannot be looked at merely in the abstract.
The' circumstances surrounding their use are .gernlane, as was lately
re-emphasised in Greer v. Police.26 Thus, in Armstrong's case the
following considerations were seen to be of prime importance in
upholding the conviction: ~

. . . [T]here is a-bundant authority for the .plioposition that the language
of lthe defendant used in ·the manner in which he used it [i.e., repeating
the above utterance seve,raJ times in a 'rude and offensive manner] was
blasphemous. The Magistrate has rightly distinguished between argu
mentative statements. made in good faith in. the course of serious con
troversy, and· me:re contumelious abuse, where the ~purpose is not to
oonvince, ,but to insult and wound the religious feeling of [those present].

The test contained in the second sentence; was approved in Police v.
Moell~ where Carson, S.M. said that similar considerations should
be appli·ed in the cas.e of languagel alleged to be .indecent. 'There th·e
defendant hod pointed to a woman in the presence of a constable and
others in a public place and several times used the words "she is a
whore". Carson, S. M. emphasised the importance of the surrounding
circumstances· when, in convicting the defendant, he said: 29

".. .. [U]ttered, as they were, wbile most of the pe'rsons who· heard them
were present ... at a social ga,the1ring [these words] .offended again$It
recognisedstandards of 'propriety and delicacy."

Fora conviction under section 48, then, there must be not only words
which are:, in their ordinarily acc,epted sens·e, capable of a profane,
indecent, o'r obscene· meaning but also the fact situation must be such
as to show that persons present were likely to put this construction
upon the words: uttered. If this likelihood is also pres,ent, then, in the
words of Carson, S. M.,sO " ••. in the absence of acceptable evidence
to the contrary, the· defendant must be -assumed to have intended the
words used by him to be .understood in their ordinarily accepted
sense."

25 Ibid., 519.
~ Auckland Star, 16 May 1972.
r1 Ibid., 519-520.
28 (1953) 8 M.C.D. 24Sat 247.
3) Ibid., .248.
sa Ibid., 248.
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IV. SECTION 3D.(1): THE STREET SWEEPER

87

There: are two limbs to this section. The: first prohibits "riotous,
off,ensive, threatening, insulting, or disorderly behaviour", the second
"threatening, abusive, or insulting words". They will. be dealt ·.with
separately.

A. 'J.rhe first limb

It is immediately se:en that the behaviour prohibited by the first
limb is of a wider variety than the, words prohibited by the second
limb. The question for discussion h,ere, then, is whether the use: of
words can properly b'e the subject of a charge under the first limb.
Ther~e are two types of fact situation to be considered: first, where
\\'ords alone are used and secondly where words are used in con
junction with acts.

As to the first, there is, a conflict of authority. In Price v. Jolice1

the appellant had kept two boys in his company as he .walked along
a strc~et and had indulged' in conversation which was "very disgusting
indeed". He was charged with offensive behaviour since the words
did not come within the second limb's purvie,w. In upholding the
conviction Haslam, J. said of the scheme of section 3D.: 2

I think that the additi,on of the phrase 'or uses any any thre8Jtening,
abusive, or insulting words' could lbe explained in part .from the pos
sibility ,that behaviour which the Legislature haSi declared. punishable need
not necessarily be manifested in any extemalbehaviour if, in essence, it
,vas threatenin:g, abusive, or insulting and it was to strike at the uttering
of [such] words ~ .. that thalt conoluding ,phrase was inoluded. I do not
tltlink it foHows necessarily, therefore, that words themselrves oannot per se
constitute ~offensive etc.] behaviour. . . . However, he went on ,to. say3:
()n any interprela!tion of this secti,on the facts, are .fatal to this apellant
because not only did he use language . . . which no elderly man should
employ to strange boys in ,this setting, but he persis.ted in remMning in
their oompan!y while walkin:ga substantial distance in a pubHcs,treet. . . .
11lat was a course of conduct aggrava'ting' and at the same time art
integral part of an objectionable conversation.

Thus"Haslam, J.'s first finding was, not essential to the: decision. For
the objectionable words were accompanied by behaviour in that the
appe:l1ant persisted in accompanying the boys. This behaviour was an
integral and essential part of the offence and it may be possible to
characterise the first finding as obiter.'

L~~ding to the opposite result is MacDonald v. Police.5 This case
was repo'rted in the: same: year as, Price and·was, decided in apparent

1 [19ii,s] N.Z.L.,R. 1086,.
2 Ibid., 1087.
3 Ibid., 1087.
'Although Brady v. Lenlhall [1930] S.A.S.R. 314 at 317 lends some indirect
support.

s [1965] N.Z.L.R. 733.
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ignorance of it. Here, two young girls were riding their bicycles'along
a road when the appellant drove alongside them in his car and cut
across their path, forcing them to dismount. He proceeded to .pursue
a "highly improper" class of conversation and was subsequently
charged 'Yith offensive behaviour. The case was, not presented on .the
footing that the offensive behaviour lay in forcing the girls t~ dis
mount: the' words alone were considered. No such clear distinction
was made in the presentment of the charge in Price's case. This would
seem to indicate that MacDonald is to be referred to the Price case
on technical grounds: the fact that the former was a written judgmetn
while the ·latte,r was oral strengthens, this inference-. Also, if words
alone are "behaviour", the second limb b,ecomes largely redundant,
and this cannot have been the legislature's intent.

In MacDonald's easel Barrowclough, C. J. addressed himself to
the format of s'ection 3D. and its predecessors: 6

Ori,ginally it was only behaviour that was threate-ni.n,g or abusive, or
insulting that was punishable and the use only of threatening a:bu&ive
or insulting words. As time went on the categories of behaviour were
increased to include also (as are now included) riotous, offensive or
disorderly behaviour; but the Legislature never altered the categories of
words the use of which were punishable.... If Parliament had in/tended
that the use of offensive·words should be -made punishable it would surely
have said so. [This] ... clearly show8Ithatin the context of section
3D. (1) it did not regard the use of words as being within the concept of
behaviour.

For his. part the writer prefers the MacDonald .decision, both from
a con'structual viewpoint and as limiting the scope of an already
alanninglywide· provision.

There- is one recent decision in which a. disorderly behaviour charge
was based.on· the use of the words alone: .O'Connor v. Police.7 Oddly
enough, this, fact was not re:marked upon by either the defence or
~j~hm()nd, J. It was .. apparently assumed that this was. "behaviour"
within .. the first limb,.· but· since the question was, not argued or
judicially passed upon the decision is only. weak support, if any, for
the Price ratio.

Where, 00 the other hand, words are'·used in conjunction with acts,
this almost· c,ertainly constitutes "behaviour" within .the first .1imb.
And gestures or acts may be offensive only because of the words with
which they are accompanied, as MacDonald's case itself recognised.8

It is possible, too, that written, words taken in conjunction with acts
might ·make· up the offence. In the Australian case of Worcester v.
Smith a placard-bearing· demonstrator's behaviour was held to be
offensive, this finding being based on the words of the, .placard.10 With

eIbid., 735.
7 [1972] N.Z.L.R.·3119.·
• Ilbid., 735.
9 [19'51] V.L.R. 316.
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regard to the second limb,also t means spoken words only since
"behavioural" might cover all physical conduct other than actually
giving voice.

In this way the first limb of section J.D.. does represent a formidable
limitation on free speech. It is therefore necessary to determine: what
type of conduct the courts have: classified as, being "riotous, offensive.
threatening, insulting, or disorderly".

The, terms "threatening"and "insulting" need not be considered
here since they are also found in the second limb and will be dealt
with later. Also, "riotously" need not concern us because of' .its
intrinsic association with' acts, rather than words. It signifies thell
"... manner of doing. an act" and implies that force was used in
the execution of such act. These' three terms, are little used in practice!'
moreover. Naturally enough, prosecutors prefer to use: the wider
te,rms "offensive" and "disorderly". As wiIrbe seen, no substantial
distinction exists between these two terms' in practice. '

How grave must be the consequences of conduct before it will be
classified as "offensive" or "disorderly"? It appears to be settled
in this country (contrary to English practice, as will be discussed
later) that it need not be' as to provoke a breach of the peace or be
calculated to do so.

In the 1908 Act the section 3D. equivalent contained' this proviso:
"with intent to provoke a breach of' the: peace or whereby a breach
of the peace may be occasionedu

• These words were omitted by a
1924 Amendment, but 'in Police v. Warcfl2 and lones v. Cark.eek13 the
Magistrate's Court turned .a blind eye to this omission, dismissing
informations, where there: was, no threat to the peace and emphasising
that section 3(ee} (now 3D.) was aimed at the preservation of public
order.!' In Ward's case Maunsell, S. M. felt that the defendants~

conduct w,as "irresponsible, inconsiderate and· annoying" and war
ranted some penalty but, he, said,15 "... it is not my·place to apply
the, law to meet the exigency of··the particular case".

In .fact t thirty-four years passed before the omission made .. by the
1924 Amendment was acted upon. Henry, J. in Police v. Christ;el'
shattered the long held illusion of the Magistrate's Court. by finding
that there was no authority for·the proposition that17

" ••• the element
of a breach or likely breach of the peace was a part of an offence

10 David Williams, in Keeping the Peace, at 162, cites two similarly decided
En,glish cases.

11 R. v. Wind (1728) 2 Sess. CaSI. K.B. 13 a,t 16 and ,at 17.
12 (1935) '30' M.e.R. 76.
13 (1929) 24 M.e.R. ISO.
14 Ibid., at 76 and "at 153 respectively.
1~ Ibid., 76.
16 [1962] N.Z.L.R. 1109.
17 Ibid., 1111.
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against the section". Such an element, he said, was no longer specific
ally included, and the remaining words of the section18

". • • are plain
English words which do not call for the' inclusion of a specific intent
to provoke a breach of the: peac,e." In support of this conclusion he
cited19 the. finding of a Scottish court in Campbell v. Adair where it
was said that "disorderly't is20

• . . a word which indicates less !aggress:ive~ conduct than would be
required. to oonstitllte a breach ofj the peace. . . . The question is whether
he himself acted in ,a manner which can be described as dis1orderly.

Th,e law has since' been similarly stated by the Supre:me, Court and
Court of Appeal in Melsor v. Police21 and must now be taken as
settled.

What conduct of lesser gravity will suffice? The case law admits, of
only a nebulous answer, but b,efore examining the bulk of it, two
preliminary obs,ervations may be made. The first is that, although
MaunseIl, S. M. in Police v. Wards22 limited the term "disord«ly' 'by
the ejusdem generis rule because of its association with section 3D.'s
stronger terms, Tompkins, J. in Melsor's case was firmly of the
opinion that the·terms should be interpreted disjunctively.23 Thus the
chances of delimiting the' scope of the terms "offensive," and "dis
orderlyU be a constructional argument must now bei slight.

secondly, as already stated, the tenns, ",offensive" and 'disorderly"
have b'een treated as being very similar by the Ne,w Zealand courts,
and the tests to be considered below are' broadly applicable' to both.

Taking the New Zealand cases in chronological order, we have
first Police v. Christie.u In considering what was disorderly behaviour
within section 3D. Henry, J. laid the foundation of the present rule: 25

. . . [T]he behaviour [must] seriously offend against those values of
orderly conduct which ·are. recognised by right thinking members of the
public.... The sitandaxd fixed ought to be feaJSonable and such as O'ot
unduly to limi,t freedom of movement or speech or to impose conditions
which are too narrow. The conduct must be serious enough to inC'W'
the sanction of a criminal statute. A conviction ought not ~o he entered
unless the conduct or behaviour is .such that it constitutes an attack upon
'Public values tha,t ought to be preserved. The prosecutions ought to be
genuinely and fairly warmnted inal:l ,the cirounlstances to preserve orderly
conduct in publio places. . . .

It is the first and third sentences which ha¥e been seized upon and
applied in the later cases. The se,cond has been accorded lip service.

18 Ibid., 1113.
19 Ibid., 1112.
00 1945 S.C. (J) 29 at 33.
21 [196,7] N.Z.L.R. 437. In the Supreme Court per Tompkins J. at 439: in the

Oourt of Appeal per North p'. at 443 and Turner I. at 444.
22 (1935) 30 M.e..R. 76 at 76.
~ Supra, 439.
fU [1962] N.Z.L.R. 1109.
25 Ibid., 1113,.
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Th,e fourth sentence would seem to contain .the seeds of a defence-in
that a defendant could show that the values of the right-thinkers
which he has disregarded are unreasonable and not worth preserving.
However, nothing further has be:en said on this point in later cases:
most significantly it was not mentioned by the Court of Appeal when
it considered section 3D.

A very similar test was applied to dtermine what was, "offensive"
in Pricle v. Police: 26 " ••• [B]ehaving in an ,offensive manner can . · .
be de:fined as a course of action calculated to cause resentment or
revulsion in right-thinking persons."

Wilson, J. adopted this wording in Derbyshire v. Police27 ·as well as
giving prospe:rity. the me:morable aphorism that28

". • • political
fanatics, as well as ordinary citizens. are required to abstain from
offensive behaviour in public places". However, barely had the ink
dried on the1se historic words than they were outshone by an even
more' startling revelation in Melsor v. Police :29 "Disorderly conduct
is conduct which is disord·erly".

In M.elsor's case, the a.ppellants had chained the·mselve:s to the
pillars of Parliament House. They told the police that they intended
to remain there until the arrival of the U.S. Vice-President, and that
they did not· have the keys to the: padlocks securing the chains. The
police: reiques.ted them to move: on. They were: later arrested. Their
appeal against the: conviction on charges of disorderly behaviour was
dismissed by the Court of A,ppeal. The definitions of disorderly
b@haviour in the: separate judgments agreel in substance and do not
represent a departure: from prior New Zealand authority.

North, P. 's test may bel stated quite b·riefly: hel was of opinion
thaf~l) "... not only must the behaviour seriously offend against those
values of. orderly conduct· which are recognised by right-thinking
members of the pub'lic but it must at least be of character which is
likely to cause· annoyance to others who are' prese;nt". Turner, J.
emphasised that whether conduct was, disorderly must always be a
matter .. of degree and that the. circumstances of the: particular case
were: important. Disorderly conduct was morel than3

!

.. . mere conduct con.tra bonos more's. . . . [I]t is conduct which, while
sufficiently iU-mannered, or in bad tas,te, to meet with the disproval of
welt··conducted and re~a.sonahle men and wlolmen, is also something more-
it must, in my opinion, tend to, annoy or insult such persons aSlwe faced
with it-and sufficiently dee'ply and seriously to warrant the interference
of the criminal law.

M [1965] N.Z.L.R. 1086 at 1088 per Haslam J.
2'1[1967] N.Z.L.R. 391.
~ Ibid., 392.
29 [196·7] N.Z.L.R. 437 at 444 per Turner J.
30 Ibid., 443.
31 Ibid., 444.
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McCarthy, J. agreed that in the ultimate the question is one of
degree, but, felt that it would be sufficient if there' was32

". • • conduct
which no-tonly' can fairly be described as, disorderlYt but also is
likely to cause a disturbance OT to annoy others considerably.u These
tests were applied' inWoinwright and Butler v. Policlfi3 by Wild, C. J.
who echoed Turner and McCarthy, J. J.'s e,mpha.sis, that the outcome
must depend On the time, place ·and circums,tances of each case.a,

The recent case ,of Kinney v. Police35 is also noteworthy. The
appellant was one' of a large number of people who had attended a
'rock concert in the Botanical Gardens, at Napi·er. The' music had
ceased and there were: ·a few bystanders present when the appellant
waded in an ornamental pond in which were goldfish and some ducks.
A. the' injunction of, a policeman he left the pond and was arrested
and charged with disorderly behaviour. In the: Magistrate's Court
the appellant had: 36 " ••• unwisely endeavoured to persuade the
learned Magistrate that he had walked in the pond in order to' wash
his feet". In accordance with North, P.'s test, Woodhouse, J. on
appeal gauged the effect 'of this behaviour on those present: 37

The ducks seemed unPerturbed-they relnained ,on the water, w,ith
scarcely an' increase in their rate of stroke. The' attitude' of ·the goldfish
is unknown. However the oonst8Jb~e expressed his opinion that people
looking at 'the scene from their homes may have been offended by, the
behaviour because of the presence: of the goldfish in'the pool, and the
ducks....

Could'section 3,D. be extended to protect the' sensibilities of the
indigenous fauna' in our municipal reserves,? Woodhouse, J. decided
that it could not : 3B

. . . [D]isorderly behaviour 'is a nebulous term . . . but it is clear that
the conduct under-review must' be something more than unmannerly,
or.disturbinlg~.or annoy,ing before it can be the basis for a conwction ....:
[as said in Me/sor's case], the question is oneol de,gree and circumstances
arid, the' conduct complained of must insult or annoy sufficiently deeply
orsen,ously .to .w'attant ,the interferencel of the crimi'naJ law. In my
opinion, the section should not be allowed to scoop up all sorts of minor
troubles and' it certainly is not designed to enable the police to d:isoipline
every. m-egular, o,r inconvenient, or elhibitionist activity or to put ,a
criminal sanction '. on ov~exuberant.. behaviour"" even "'when it might be
possible to discern a few· oon,ve,ntional 'hands' raised ,in protest or sutprise.

An ~ven,,'l1?-ore recent"case wIDcb,appears to be a slight".reaction
against the expansion.of section 3D. is ,·O'Connor v. Police where
Richmond, J. held thaf9, "... conduct, in 'order to. be 'disorderly'

a2 I,bid., 446.
31 [1968] N.Z.L.R. 101.
3& Ibid., 103.
35 [1971] N.Z.L.R. 924.
36lbid., 925.
31 libid., 92S.
38 Ibid., 925-926.
39 [1972] N.Z.L.R. 379'.
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'within section. 3D.... did not have to be such as was calculated to
provoke a, breach ·of the peace:, but must be, more than .just.fitting
the description of disorderly." There is a clear conflict here with
Henry,J. in Police v. Christie who! said that disorderly was: 40 " ••• a
plain English word, [and that].the question is whether [the defendant]
acted in a manner which can properly be described as disorderly."
The O'Connor finding is not inconsistent with Melsor, but it is to be
welcomed in that it may provide: a definitional obstruction to the
prosecution which is greater than that laid down in Melsor and gives
the de1fence· something a little more: substantial to .hang its hat on.

But the first limb of section 3D still ,admits of alarmingly wide
interpretations: and if ceirtaintyis a desirable aspect of· criminal law
then the first limb, is as undesirable as it could possibly be.

B. The Second Limb of Section 3D

This limb renders· unlawful the use of "threatening, abusive, or
insulting words". Se'veralpreliminary points must be made. First, it
is probable that, as with the first limb, there ·'is no Iieed to show
that there. was any intent or likelihood that a breach of the: peace
would ensue from the, use of such words. Therre is no specific mention
of such a requirement in the second limb and the decision in Police v.
Christiffl must apply. Secondly, it would not seem that,the ejusdem
generis or noscitur a sociis rules could be· applied to good effect by
a defendant: threaten, abuse, and insult are all strong: words of very
similar calibre and reading them does, not limit them. Thirdly.
"threatening" connotes a. type of language different from that suggested
by· thel

. other two terms, for: 42 ". • •. it is of the essence of a threat
that it be made. for the purpose of intimidating, or overcoming the
will of the: pe,rson to whom it is addressed." The other two terms
suggest an affront· toa person's sensibilities: they are .very similar.
in fact the Concise Oxford Dictionary4.3 defines "insult" as "threat"
with scornful abuse". But significantly, all three terms have a per
sonal, as opposed to a ·general, application.

It would see,m to follo,w from this third consideration that the
language complained .of be directed at.a specific person. who is within
earshot and that such .language· should ,be in fact threatening, abusive,
or insulting to that person. In this regard, no distinction can be
drawn between the thre:e terms; .• and th,ere seems· to be no room for
a ."right-thinking member· of society'" test as exists under the first
limb with its non-specific terms, "offensive" and "disorderly".. It is

'0 Ante, notes 18, 19, 20.
u [1962] N.Z.L.R. 1109.
'2 Wood v. Bowron L. R. 2 Q.B. 21 per Lush J.
'3 (4th ed.) 620.
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contended, therefore, that the second limb is intrinsically limited
in a way which the first limb is not. This point has been canvassed
in cases which will now be discussed. These deal only with charges
of insulting language but, for the! reasons just given, the same con
siderations,must apply to all three terms.

In Wilcox v. Baigent" th,e appellant stood outside th,e Auckland
Town Hall while form,er members of a trade union were: entering it.
He called out in a loud voice numerous times "scab" and "scabby",
words which the court found tobe~5 "... possibly the most opprobri
ous terms that could be applied to a worker." It was contended for
the defence that since from insult, there must be evidence that the
personal feelings of one person were hurt by the language used: and
that it was not sufficient if the insulting word was heard by a number
of persons, as an insult could not be inferred in the absence of
evidence to that e:ffect.'ti But Fair, J. found that the issue could be
sidestepped here. It had been proved that the persons entering. the
hall could hear the appellant and that among such persons were a
large number of former union members. Thus" said Fair. J., ... the
Magistrate was entit1ed~7

. · . to find that, if the law required that some' person shouJd be, proved
,to have been insulted by the! applica,tion of these opprobrious, tenns to
persons as they entered the hall, that had been d'on,e.
Tbis beinlg·so, the question of law' as 'to whether such ,proof was essential
to the conviction . . . does not arise and need not be decided.

The question of law did, how,ever, arise in two Australian cases. In
Ex parte Breen~ the defendant was charged under a provision with
exactly the same, wording as the second limb of section 3D. Dhen,
during the First World War, he told th,e anti-conscriptionist meeting
that there were thirty thousand British women behind the firing lines
doing servile work and acting as concubines to the' British officers.
The language was initially held to be insulting because of the presence
at the meeting of B,ritish subjects" many of whom were in unifonn.
But the F'ullC:ourt reve:rsed this, finding. Cullen, C. J., with whom
Sly and Ferguson" J. J.concurred had this to say of tbe word
"insulting".69

The 'word .is often used in avery wide sense. One speaks of an insult to
a. man's 'intelligence, anin&ult to' his loyal and patriotic sentimentsl, ,or a,n
ins,ult to his religious convictions. The collocation in which the word
'insuJtin,g' is used in this enactment seems to have a much nalrrower
scope than ,that. I do not mean to say ·.that offensive disrespect, either
towards: a man'S! national sentiments 'Or his religion, may not sometime,s

'~[19:50] N.Z.L.R. 6,36.
'5 Ibid., 638 per Fair J.
'fi Ibid., 637.
&7 Ibid.• 6,39.
'~(1918) 18 N.S.W.S.R. 1.
19 Ibid., 5.
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assume: .the aspect of a personal insult to himself. Whatt I mean is that
the word ',insulting' as used in the enactment seems, .to have regard to
the more personal feelin.gs of individuals, into whose hearing the wonts
may rome. To use a contemptuous reproach to any person constitutes
an insult to that person in .the narrower sense which I have mentioned.
. . . To hold otherwise would extend the penal provision to oases in which
,one is only affected as, a membe'r of a verry large oommunity OC, as in
this case, of the nation i·tself.

L,eave to appeal to the High C10urt of Australia was refused by that
Court.50 The Breen decision was, followed by the Full Court in
Lendrum v. Campbell.51 Where the defendant had used words insult
ing to only one person, and neither that person nor anyone closely
associated with him was in earshot, the: words, were held not to be
"insulting" within the statute.

The Australian reasoning has not be:en specifically accepted in this
country, but neither has it been disapproved. And in O'Connor v.
police52 similar reasoning wase:mployed. In that case, a girl of
eighteen was in a bottle: store' when she was approached by a police
sergeant who told her to leave,. She was visibly upset and the appellant
intervened on her b,ehalf. Unknown to the appellant the, sergeant had
followed th·em out of the store' and was, standing nearby when he was
heard to exclaim "officious bastard". For this heinous offence the
appellant was arrested and spent the night in custody. Oddly, the
charge laid disorderly behaviour: one would have thought that
insulting language under the· second limb would have been the approp
riate cllarge for this, is in fact what the c:onduct was alleged to amount
to. And, in effect, this, was the way Richmond, J. dealt with it on
appeal. He. said: 53

On the fiactsof the present case I do not think .that the a1ppeHant should
have been oonvicted without proof· that in the circumstances known to
hi.m at the time he should have' appreciated that the remar:ks would be
overheard ,by the one and only person tQ whom they could be both a
serious insult and a. s,ource, of annoyance.

This approach is consistent in all res·peets with ·the Australian cases,
and it is to be hoped that the Magistrate's C'ourt will not in future
allow a case' with a fact situation such as: this to be subsumed under
the head of disorderly behaviour. This is obviously not the proper
charge. It gives, the! ~osecution an unfair advantage: in that a defend~

ant is at difficulty in availing himself of the only e,ffective defe.nc·e
to a charge: arising. out of such facts, i.e., the defence· which was in
fact h.ere recognis.ed by Richmond, J. and which has been discussed
in the preceding paragraphs.

50 Gumley v. Breen (1918) 24 C.L.R. 453.
51 (1932) 32 S.R.N.S.W. 499.
52 [19172] N.Z.L.R. 379.
53 Ibid., 381.
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;' The Breen.reasoningt so similar in substance to that of. Richmond,
J., is not inconsistent with Wilcox v. Baigent. Tha,t was a decision
on the facts "alone. The. words used were insulting per se to the
persons to whom they were addressed, and no intent .to insult had
to be shown. Such was also held to be the law in Mahood v.
RobinsOli" where the word "scab" was directed at a breakaway
trade unionist. To a similar effect is the observation of an American
judge, who expressed the view that55

" ••• there are certain words with
an invariable insulting or 'fighting' connection." However, where
insult cannot 'be .justifiably inferred from the circumstances, or where
there is ambiguity, the: Breen principle: applies.

v. SECTION 3(dd): DISTURBING MEETINGS

This section is. little used: in fact there are only two reported.cases
dealing with itt one of whichl is no longer of interest since the part
of the subsection it dealt .·with has been repealed. Its neglect is pro
bably partly attributable to the fact that many such meetings would
be conducted in what are; public places within section 40, and thus
a charge under sectio,n 3D., with its wider scope and larger penalties,
could be brought. However, if a meeting was not open to the public"
but was a private· meeting open only to a certain class of persons,. or
if admiss,jon was by invit~tion only, section 3(dd) would come. into"
play.

How obstreperous need an interjector be before he' can be said to
"disturb" the me1eting? It may be~ obs,erved that2

" ••• disturbance
implies' that someth~ng is taking place against· the will of the person
disturbed", and it is arguable that t if the c,onve1ners and those' at the
m,eeting took no objection to the interrupter's actions the police: may
not be able to bring a prosecution successfully .·at their own instance.

The type of conduct which falls within the section has been judici
ally considered only once, in Brown v. Harding: Brown 'v. Hill.3

There, both .defendants were at a communist meeting which developed
into a. rather rowdy affair when sporatic singing broke out. The
chainnan told "the audience they could sing if they wished whereupon
Harding leapt to his feet and led the singing of the:· national anthem.
HiU·went up to theichairman's table and, t~umping it with his. ,fist,

54 [1952] N.Z.L.R. 103.
55 Kunz v. New York 340 U.S. 290 (1951).
1 Police v. Eden (1916) 11 M.e.R. 33.-
l' Horn v. Sunderland Corporation [1941]1 AU B.R. 480 at 499 pet Goddard
L. J. .

s (1951) 7 M.e.D. 310.
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demanded that the chairman sing the anthem solO'. The meeting was
closed shortly afterwards as. the: uproar had bee'orne considerable. In
examining this conduct Sinclair,S. M. said,that, in order to be, within
section 3(dd), it'

. . . must, be of such a nature as to create, ,or be likely to create, a
breach of the peace. That is a question of fact, which must be detennined
in ,the particularciroutll$tances, and ,whioh involves ,a consideration of
such ma.ttersas the' ,obiect of the .meeting, whether' it is' religious, educa-'
tional, political"" or otherwise,and ,which, alIso involves, a .' considef"ation of
the audience or persons present. .

In making this, finding he relied on the English case of Wooding v.
Oxley,5 especially as to the breach of the peace requirement. Notably
Sinclair. S. M. did not rely ,on Polic.e v. Ward6 in this, regard, indeed
he specifically denied its. applicability to acharge'under 'section
3(dd),7 and it is possible that the likelihood of a breach of thel peace
is still, a requirement under section 3(dd) despite Police v. Christie.'
On the, facts.before him" Sinclair, S. M. found that .. Harding's action
was not, in the circumstances, provocative of disorder and the, inform
ation against ;him was dJsmissed. But Hill had acted in a manner
likely to cause a breach .. of the peace by inviting a confrontation
with th,e chairman, and he was convicted.9

Because of the paucity of case law on seotion 3(dd) its,scope
cannot be determined exac,tly.But Brown's case, does link it, if, a
little tenuously, with English case law. It is to be hoped. that this
association will not be discontinued in favour of aline similar. to
that a~opted in the cases decided under section 3D. For in sweeping
away' any requirement that a .breach of the peace be intended or
likely, New Zealand has departed radically from English theory and
practice where such a likelihood, rather than a mere affront to the
sensibilities of those present, h·as always been and still is required
before the criminal law will intervene.
This surely goes to the· very root of the free speech is,9Ue. If;free
speech. is to be. of any 'bene:fit in the ... development of new ideas, then
the expression of new thought that. it disturbing or annoying,· to those
holding more conventional beliefs is. essential. Such. expression should
onlYlle' ·halted. when .. it take,s place ina manner or in circumstances
in which there is a likelihood that it will cause physical harm to
persons or property~in other words when the .peace is threatened
fQr such possibility of immediate· damage can be said, justifiably, to
outwe,igh any, good that the: sipeecb used might later· bring about.

'Ibid., 312.
6 (1839) 173 B.R. 714.
e (1935) 30 M.e.R. 76.
t Supra, 312.
8 [1962] N.Z.I.R. 1109.
~ Supra, 3;13.
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This theory. does not, of course, work infallible justice, in every
case and it is not suggested that it supplies the whole answer to the
prob,lem of exercisei of free speech. But it does at least recongise the
right of free speech and not pay lip servicei to it as the present
New' Zealand la.w does: mere ir~egular or inconvenient conduct
should not be criminal ~ se.A brief e:xamination of the'English
theory in practice will, it is believed, show that good order may be
maintained without the: existence of ·any provision as constitutionally
objectionable as, section 3D.

VI. THE RIGHT OF FREE SPEECH IN E,NGLAND

It should be. pointed out initially that what is to be said here is
not indicative,of the law in SCotland, which shows marked similarities
to the New Zealand, position. Notably, Scottish authority has been
relied on by the Ne'w Zealand courts in cases· under section 3D.,
while English cases have never bee,n mentioned.

The cas·e! which must first be discussed, sinc·et it is fundamental to
the English theory, is, B,eatty v. Gil/banks. l There, parades of the
Salvation Army were b·eing attacked by the. rival Skeleton Army,
and a magisterial order had been issued prohibiting further parades.
The Salvation Army ignored the: order, and three of its offic,ers were
bound over to kee·p the peace. Their appeal to the, Que;en's Bench
was upheld. The question at issue wasl freedom of assembly, but the
remarkS' of Fie,ld, J. apply equally to the use; of speech. He: said: 2

Now I entirely concede that everyone must be taken to intend the
naturaJI consequences of his, acts, and ilt is clear .to me that· if this; disturb
ance of the peace was the na,tuJ"al consequence of acts of the appellants
,they w'Ould be liable, and !the justices would have been quite right in
binding the·m over. But the evidence siet forth in the ca.se does not
support this contention; on the contrary·it shows that the disturbances
were caused by othet" people antagonistic to the appellants, and that no
acts. of violence werecommitteed by them.
. . .. [T]he finding of the justices a,mounts, to this, that a man m~y be
convicted for doing a. la.wful act if .he knows that his. doing it may cause
another to do an unlawful act. There is no authority for such a pro
position.

It has· become. fashionable. to derogate this decision as not fairly
representing thel stance' of· the' E,nglish law: but it was followed by
the Divisional Court in M'Clenaghan v. Waters,S and, as will be
shown, later cases merely qualify the; broad rule and do not contradict
it fundamentally.

1 (1882) 9 Q.D.D. 308.
2 Ibid.• 314.
3 The Times, 18 July 1882.
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Such a qualification was read into the Beatty principle.' in R. v.
Londonderry Justicet' by Holmes, I.' where he said that the true rule
must be5

" ••• that an act innocent in itself, done with innocent
inten,t, and reasonably incidental to . . . the ,exercise of legal right,
does not become criminal because it may provoke others to conduct
themse,lves in an illegal way." One English commentator has, made
the' following observation on these: two findings: 6

Doe,s it make any difference if the innocent parties are f.ully aware that
disorder will bel the probable result of their conduct? The answer must
be that it makes no difference. In BeattY' v. Gillbanks and in the London
derry case it was, made clear ,that it is up to the police, and other peace
officers, to ,take any .necesstary action to protect the exercise of lawful
rights.

T,he words "done with innoc,ent intent" in Holmes, J.'s Judgment must
be stressed. FIOT if in fact it is clear that a lawful act was done: with
intent to provoke~ a. disturbance the law allows the police to step in,
as they did in Humphries v. Connor.7 There, the plaintiff had walked
through a street in Ireland wearing an orange: lily. A threate:ning
crowd of Roman 'Catholics were gathe,ring when a policeman, the
defendant, asked the plaintiff to re:move the lily. She refused, and the
policeman removed it. The plaintiff claimed that the wearing of the
lily was a lawful act and sued for assault. The court did not question
the lawfulness of the plaintiff's act. but held that the defendant's
action was done by lawful authority. But Fitzgerald, J. warned of the
"constitutional dangers" where were impHcit in the decision, thus
showing that interference with lawful acts could be proivocative int~nt.

His reservations, go a considerable: way toward answering those who
have suggested8 that Beatty v. Gillbanks was not re,prese,ntative of
the common law at the time of its decision.

H'umphries was followed in another,Irish case, O'Kelly v. Harvey,'
and both these decisions were: considered in Wisev. Dunning.10 The
facts' in that easel 'were' that a Protestant lecturer, Wise, had ·held
street me'etings at which there were large: numbe,rs of Roman Catho
lics, prese:nt and had used words and gestures most insulting to them.
Breaches, of the peace: had' resulted. Wise was bound over to keep
the peace and appealed. In the Divisional Court Lord Alverstone, C. J.
considered Beatty v. Gillbanks, and found that it11

" ••• laid down
no law inconsistent with the Irish cases." But where, as in the Irish
cases, the actions or words complained of were deliberately provoca-

~ (1891) L.R. 28 Ir. 440.
5 Ibid., 462.
6 Williams, Keeping the Peace, Pp. 102-103.
7 (1864) 17 Ir. C.L. Rep. 1.
8 See, e.g., Goodall v. Te Kooti (1890) 9 N.Z.L.R. 26, the remar~s Denniston J.
9 (1883) 15 Oox's Qiimnal Cases 435.

Ie [1902] 1 K.B. 167.
11 Ibid., 174.
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tive, the· Beatty rule must be tempered to cater for "the infirmity of
human temperament". Wise must (in the words of Beatty's case) be
presumed to intend the' natural consequences of his acts, and, on the
present facts, such consequences were the disorders which in fact
ensued.12 The order was therefore upheld. It may be noted here that
the New Zealand case of Goodall v. Te Kooti,13 where Beatty's case
was disapproved by the Court of Appeal, is distinguishable. from
Bemty in the same way ·as is Wise's case.

The law .in, -this area was' codified in England by section 5 of the
Public Order Act 1936, which provides that:

Any person who in an·y public place or at any public meeting uses
threaten;mg, abusive or ·insulting words or behaviour with intent to pro
voke a breach ·of the ,peace or whereby a breach of the peace is likely
to be ·occasioned is gmlty of an offence'.

This represents no real 'change: in the pre-existing law as above
outlined, even when taken in conjunction with the finding in Jordan v.
Burgoynel& that a speaker must take his audience as he finds it. For
there must still be intent to insult (except, perhaps, as referred to in
the discussion of the second limb of section 3D., where the words
used are obviously insulting per se and intent may be warrantably
inferred) or, in other words, deliberate provocation, and, moreover, a
likelihood that a breach of th,e peace may be occasioned. 'Thus, a
lawful act, done with innocent intent, is still not unlawful, even
though it may cause others to breach the, peace.

In English law, then, intent (which must be actually proved or
readily inferable) is' ess·ential before freedom of speech is tampered
with~ There is no crime simply of insulting or offensive speech or
behaviour, and there is as much consciousness of this fact today as· in
1871, when Mr Gladstone said in the House of Commons that, in
England,15 u ••• there is a great and just unwillingness to interfere
with. the expression of any. opinion that is not attended wiht danger
to the public peace." The Lord Chancellor in 1965 spoke of "., .. the
danger of putting too much discretion in the hands of the police
officer as to the content of the words used irrespective of the effec~

on, the audience". And the Home·.Sec,retary in 1963 felt that it would
be a .grave error"... to make· the police" with their powers· of arrest,
act as arbiters of the limits of free speech in circumstances when'
there· was no threat at all to public order. The police are keepers of
the peace and not censors of speech".

ItIbid.~ 176.
13 (1890) 9 N.Z.L.R. 26.
1& [1963] 2 All B.R. 225.
1~ See Williams:, Keeping the Peace, pp. 170-171.
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VII. SECTIONS 3D., 3(dd) AND 48: CONCLUDING REMARKS

The need for reform becomes glaringly clear when a Supreme Court
judge can define the ambit of any offence as widely as the following
definition of section 3D.: 1 ". • • [C:]onduct that in the prevailing
circumstances would 'offend the public conscience the law will not
allow."

One commentator has compared this "public conscience" test with
a test provided for under Nazi legislation: 2 "sound popular feeling" ..
But one must sympathise at least a little with the courts: for when
the breach of the peace requirement was jettisoned, the criminality
of words. and acts had to be judged by direct reference to their
content. With the breadth of the' proscriptive te·rms of section 3D.
the possible range of such content borders on the infinite. Some
limiting proviso is thel minimum requirement, at least are-introduction
of the pre-1924 proviso which was, "with intent to provoke a breach
of the peac'e or wbereby a breach of the peace may be occasioned".
This would at least put our law back on a rational basis and remove
the spectre of that disagreeable creature, the silent majority, from
out criminal courts. And while the draftsman was writing in the
proviso hel could do well to raise his pen an inch or so and strike out
the words "disord~ly" and "offensive". The English provision does
not contain these words and the English police and courts succeed in
preserving public order without them. And if we accept that the
purpose of section 3D. is to preserve order and not to protect the
majority's sensibilities, thesel words are surplusage.

Reform was proposed by the Public Order Bill 1970, a private
Bill, clause 3 of which would have amended section JD. by adding
the following proviso:

Provided that no person shall be guilty ·of an offence under this sub
section by reason only of .the fact that his behaviour was or might have
been! objected to· by other persons and he' had no intent to commit, pro
voke or cause a breach of the peace.

The Bill did ,not just get past the second reading stage because its
first clause involved an appropriation of funds: but it is extremely
doubtful whether it would have passed into law if it had reached the
stage of division, because government speakers were opposed to all
its provisions" eSpecially clause 3. Dr Finlay, in moving leave to
introduce the Bill said: 3

ABlY uncertainty in.' this department of the la.w is not only .. ,unsettling to
·the police and makes ·their job harder to perform, but is also provocative
to prote:sters,and any suspicion that there' may be bias· in the law-aod
I believe such suspicion to be well grounded-is calculated to raise the
temperature of debate and dissent.

1 Wainwright and Butler v. Police [1968] N.Z.L.R. 101 at 103 p« Wild, C. J.
1[1967] N.Z.L.J. 463.
S N.Z. ParI. Deb. 7 August 1968, 2234.
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Sir Leslie, Munro, for the government, could see no reason for reform.
Under the present law, he said, a pers,on could' "... de,monstrate, if
he wants to, providing he behaves, himself." He totally opposed
clause 3: if it became law he dreaded thei pros,pect ofS "... walking
down Princest Street near the, Intercontine:ntl Hotel while thes,e slobs
are committing indignities". Mr Thomson, Minister of Police, also
opposed the, clause for, he said,6 "... additional licence, would be
given to hooligans and louts and larrikins".

Thus was the Public Order Bill laid to rest. It was, perhaps, a
little too much to expect that claus,e 3 (which is virtually an enact
ment of the Beatty v. Gillbanks rule) would survive: the hostile darts
hurled from the governme,nt benches. But it is to be hoped that it is
not too long before a clause similar in wording and spirit finds its
way into the statute books.

As regards section 3(dd), the, existing law as, laid down in Brown v.
Harding7 is satisfactory, but it can scarcely be, said to be settled by
the decision of one' Magistrate. It would, therefore, be desirable if
the finding in that .case; (i.e,., the brea.ch of the peace requirement)
were;' enacted.

As far as section 48 is, concerned, it is, arguable that the. statutory
euthanasia of re:peal should be applied to this e,lderly and ailing
provision. Thelre, can' surely be fe:w words that are so shocldngwhen
uttered that the speaker· should be' put in jeopardy of losing his
liberty for up' to three months" and certainly the possibility of im
prisonm,ent should not continue. Moreo'ver, if a profane:, indece,nt. or
obsc·ene, word is used and has the effect of insulting, abusing,·or
threatening somebody an offence under the second limb of section 3D.
has' been committed. If the raison· d'etre· of section 48 is to prevent
shock and insult to oth,er people (and it .is difficult to see any other)
then· section 3D. achieve,s, this, anyway, and section 48 is, otiose.

As long ago as 1843 Pollock, C. B. recognised that· the concept of
decency is an ever-changing one whe,n he said: ~ ". . . I remembe,r
that, .in our older courts of justice, the judge retired to a corner of
the· Court for a necessary' purpose even in the! presence, of ladies.
That, perhaps, would be considered indecent now."

Certainly, the Victorian severity ·with which the law once regarded
indecency has b'een relaxed more than a little by section 48. ·Under
the 1908 Police, Offenc1es Act, a person who sang "any obscene song
or ballad" or used any "profane, indecent, or obscene language'~ was
liable to up· to one;·year's imprisonment with hard la.bour, and there

4. Ibid., 2239.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid., 2521.
7 (1951)7 M.C.D. 316.
8 R. v. Webb (1843) 175 E.R. 391 at 394.
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was no alternative by way of fine:. Whipping was a possible, additional
punishment.

Times change: and conventions with them. Things which were onc·e
swept under the carpet now see the light of day. Ultimately, this can
only be for the good of society. Perhaps the time has come for a
re,moval of any criminal sanction on speech which is based· only on
its content. If s,ection 48 were repealed for this reason it would be
cons,istent with the proposed reform of section 3D., which placies.the
emphasis on the. possible, destructive' physical effect of the words us·ed
rather than the words, themse:lves.

How likely is so'me ..reform of section 48 in the near future? It
would appear that no change is likely to come from the courts. For
in May of last year it was seen to be sufficient to warrant a conviction
under section 48 if the word was "grubby": Greer v.· Police.9 A
person at a· public me'eting, it is said, was entitled to expect that a
speaker as intelligent and resourceful as Dr Greer would be· able to
express herse.If without resorting to such language'. Now, we must
make' allowance for the fact that the report of this judgment as here
cited is from a newspaper and may therefore b,e inaccurate. But where
is the authority for imposing a criminal sanction on a speaker
who fails to come' up to the' audience's expectations? Just what is the
pOlssible relevance of this considetation to a criminal action? It would
seem that time cannot wither section 48, nor custom stale the infinite
variety of interpretations. Those who d,esire a liberalisation of the
law can now look only to Parliament: and that more in hope than in
confident e,xpectation. At least, a form of statutory defence based on
the good faith of the speaker is ess.ential if section 48 is to continue
in exis,tence.

It is, not, however, within the scope of this discussion to consider
the· very broad moral questions which a full e~amination ofs,ection
48's implications must necessarily raise. For, despite occasional devia
tions into the realms of theory, the intended emphasis in the bulk of
this paper has been a practical one, and so it must remain at the
conclusion.

9 Auckland Star, 16 May 1912, per MoMullin J.
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APPENDIX

POLICE OFFENCES ACT 1927

2. Interpretation-In tbis Act, if not inconsistent with the context,-
"Public place" includes and a,pplies to every road, street, footpath, footway,
court, .alley, and thoroughfare of a public nature, or open to ,or used by the

public as of right, and to every place of public· resort so open or· used.
3. Offences relating to good order .. . -Every person is liable to a fine
not exceeding fifty doUus who-
(dd) Disturbs . . . any public meeting, or any meeting for any lecture, concert,
or entertainment, or any audience at any theatre, entertainmen,t or theatre; ...;
3D. Riotous, etc., behaviour in public place-{l) Every person commits an
offence, and is liable to imprisonment .for a term not exceeding thl'ee months
or to a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, who, in or within view of any
public place as defined by section 40 :hereof, or within the hearing of· any
person. therein, behaves in a. riotous, ,offensive, threatening, insulting, or dis
orderly manner, or uses any .threatening, abusive, or insulting words.
40. Extended interpretation of "public place"-In this part of this Aet,if
not inconsistent with the context, "public place" shaH, in addition to the
meanin,gassigned thereto in section 2 hereof~be deemed to include-
(a) Any public park, garden, reserve, or other place of public recreation or

resort; or
(b) Any railway station, platform, or carriage; or
(e) Any public wharf, pier, or jetty; or
(d) Any passenger ship or boat plying for hire; Of
(e) Any licensed public vehicle plying fOlf hire; or
(f) Any .. church, chapel, or ,other public buildings where Divine service is

being publicly held; or
(g) And public· hall,. theatre, or room in which any public. concert, theatrical

,representa,tion, or other public entertainment is being held or performed
or taking place; or

(h) Any market; or
(i) Any auction room or mart or place while a sale by auction is there

proceeding; or
(j) Any 'open bar in the premises of any licensed publican, whether under

an annual or temporary licence; or
(k) Any racecourse, cricket· ground, football ground, or other such place to

which the public have access free or on payment otf any gate money; or
.(1) Any cabinet 01' other place in which any telephone is pl~'d for the use

of the public; or
(m) Any public· place as defined in section 2 hereof, and every other place

open to or used ·by the public, whether on the, payment of· money or
otherwise.

48. Using. foul language in a public place-Every person who uses any pro
fane, indeCent, or obscene language in any public place or within the hearing
f)f any 'person in, such public place is liable to imprisonment ••• fOl' any
tetm ·not exceeding three months or to a fine not exceeding two hundred
dollars.




